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Hong Kong's toy-making industry,. second
largest m the world, is projected to overtake Japan as the
largest exporter of this product within the next few years.
The industry exported more than $800 million worth of
goods during 1969.

EXPORT CREDIT INSURANCE TAKES CARE
OF THE PAYMENT BISK暉CE肚SELLS HIS 600驛
You can't區面to, export successfully when you'「• worried about whether
your new customer (or existing customers) wm pey promptly, or pey at all.

The Hong Kong Export Credit lnsura面Corporation can ,i!""rt you against

1函of payments for exports. It makes good the payments you woukl otherwi罈

缸•• lost, due to customer insolvency, default, customer's Grnernment blocking
payment or cancelling import licen邙｀

T缸• are·many chances you磁e when you export, but Hong Kong Export

Credit Insurance gives you much greater security in your export venture, It
means ye皿working capital won't邱tied up in some far邱ay country. And

., "'面-°'"""'°'血�·"" •• """ -- ......_
giv鷓you more time to concentrate on servicing t囯needs of your customers.
If y11u would like to learn more of the, advant呣es of an export credit insurance

Post To:
Hong Ko吋Export Credit Insurance Corpor訊ion,
2307-2310 International Buildi叩
0缸Voeux Road,Central, Ho呣Kong.

I "

｀

I am Interested in lllport credit Insurance. Pl嶋鷂
嶧nd me, wilhout obligation, more information
on y011r sch鹹瓚．

Neme

Addms

policy, fill in the coupon snd pon It to us. This placas you under no obi面1tion.

鸝H圖EXPORTC闞ITI闞l驩寵鬪臏l圃ION
Protects Exporters Against Non.Payment .of Foreign Accounts
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The Bulletin

The Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce
Union House, January 1970
is ,is the面st issue of a new-style
b'u1letin. Nineteen-seventy is not only
a new year but also an睏 decade, and
it s呤ms appropriate therefore that we
should break new ground. Our
唧roach for 1970 will be to concen
trate on ithe background to events and
developments that concern Hong Kong,
and to comment on these when
appropriate.
Each month we shall run a main
feature ar,tide on a topic od: interest
to the Colony. In this issue, for
instance, rwhich•marks the start of a
new year both Chinese .and Eur叩ean,
we have revi·ewed trade in the last year
and given our views on rwhat may
haippen in 1970. We intend to
include also a second descriptive
画cle on an aspect函commercial life
访 onig Kong. This· month it is the
t.�1g Kong Shippers'Council that it
is featured, and in succeeding months
we shall continue our series of articles
on Associations active in Hong Kong.

-\f

To let you know what action the
Chamber is taking on your behalf,
we shall give you regular reports both
in words and pictures of what the
Chamber does.

Othe: regular features will inolude
a re-prmt of an. article published by
an overseas journal on a subject that
concerns Hong Kong.
Nor shall we neglect news. A
coloured page insert has lbeen included
in the front of this Bulletin, and this
gathers together announcements that
could affect our members.
Finally, may we say "thank you"
to our adrvertisers. Advertising helps
us cut our costs and gives.,, we believe,
a chance for service industries to bring
their co·mpanies to the attention of
members. We ask you the這ore to
look at our advertisements as well as
the editorial, and to re.memlber that
only well-etsablished and r叩utable
companies adve, rtise in the Bulletin.

Chairman: Hon. Michael Herries, O.B.E., M.C.; Vice Chairman: G. M. B. Salmon;
Secretary: J. B. Kite; Assistant Secretary: R. T. Griffiths; Business Promotion: S. L.
Chung, W. S. Chan, P. Choy, Miss C. Fung; Certification: A. C. C. Stewart, F. M.
Castro, H. Cheng, W. K. F. Wang, C. T. Wu; Public Relations: Harry Garlick, Miss
B. Chiu; Membership: C. Tsang; Office Supervisor: V. Wong.
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QANTAS, with AIR IND/A, AIR NEW ZEALAND a-,d BOAC.

May we also add here ,a ,plea on
behalf of our newly promoted assistant
secretary in charge of the membership
department ,. Mr. Cement Tsa畝
Mr. Tsang's job is to listen t_o your
opinions and your complaints. Lf
there is something the Chamber should
be doing and is not doing, or迁there
is something theChamber is doing that
should be abandoned, please let Mr.
Tsang know.

，

That was a year,
that was
士重:a�N董�,田

RemI:a1g濯；<»Ii®
Sta.:a1da.rd

Treat it
ROUGH.
It can take it.

. By any standards, nineteen-sixty
nme will be remembered as one of
the finest in the history of the human
race. The moon landings alone will
ure that. Few could wish to de
tract from the adventure and splendour
of an achievement that has seldom
been bettered in terms of sheer
human courage and efficiency.
As an affluent way of life becomes
open to an increasing part of the
world's population, the objectives of
many people seem to be directed to
wards security, comfort and pleasure.
It is good therefore to have before
us the example of men who have
put achievement before these more
pedestrian aims.
If we look nearer home, sixty-nine
was also a spectacular year for Hong
Kong. Indeed, so spectacular has it
been, that it is understandable that
many people should look to the future
wi山some apprehension.
Export Boom
Our exports boomed in 1969.
ject exports are more than 25 per
t;c:nt up on 1968, which in its turn
saw an increase of similar proportions
on the year before. Re-exports are
also up by some 23 per cent, and
these together have enabled Hong
Kong to pay an import bill which
during the year increased by over 1 7
per cent.
What is equally encouraging is that
our·hold on our major markets con
tinues to grow stronger. All but two
of our fifteen largest markets showed
an increase in the value of direct
exports, and much the same situation
obtains in the. case of re-exports.

，

Carriage rides on steel more rugged than railr:oad tracks! We slammed.that carriage
back and forth between the margin stops 24 hours a day ...for years of usage. And
it still can not tell the difference between a new or an old machine. We tested it
beyond the tolerance point of the steel. It will take the roughest you can give itl
This ruggedness alone invites you to take a whole new look at manual typing.
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Large Increases
It 1s also encouraging to see that
our exports continued to diversify.
!he largest individual proportional
mcreases recorded include wigs (102
per cent up), transistors (85 per cent
up) , warches (75 per cent叩），sea
foods (50 per cent up), and radios (44
per cent up).
All these exports grew at a faster
rate than tradHional products such
as clothing and textiles. The in
creases in transistors, radios and
watches are particularly gratifying,
since these are the types of product
on which Hong Kong must increas
ingly rely. The largest single jump of
all, however, came in the field of re
exports, where.J electrical machinery,
apparatus and appliances were 159
per cent up on the 1968 total.
It is difficult to say how much of
this increase, which is measured in
money values, comes from trading up
- i.e. the substitution o.f goods of
higher value for those of lower value.
Wages have been rising, the cost of
materials is going up, and these at
some stage must be reflected in export
prices. At the same time, the design
and quality of Hong Kong products
is rising and this also must result in
an article of higher price.
Air Freight Up
Some light is thrown on the problem
by tonnage figures. Deadweight tons
exported through the harbour during
the first eleven months of 1969 show
only a 13.7 per cent rise on those for
1968. The amount of freight export
ed via Kai Tak during the equivalent
period does show a considerable in7
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Pick of the Press

Reprint from "The Financial Times", London

Britain in the year 2000
crease 一 some 40 per cent. But even
so, air freight still accounts for only
between 10-20 per cent of total car
goe:; exported. These figures indicate
that there has been considerable trad
ing up.
The fact ,that Hong Kong can trade
up and still sell more is perhaps the
most heartening aspect of the trading
situation. It shows 一 perhaps as a
result of rising productivity - that we
are still a long way from pricing our
selves out of world markets.
Hong Kong does of courne run with
an adverse visibJ.e balance of trade
well in excess of $1,000 million.
The strength of the Hong ,Kong
Dollar is witness to the importance
to由e Colony of invisible earnings 一
banking, insurance, shipping, tourism
- which more than bridge this�ap.
Maintenance of thes·e invisibles 1s a
prime concern for the future, and of
particular importance is the growth
of tourism which malkes such a large
contribution to our earnings — in
1969 over $1,400 million. On the
ther hand, if through r·estrictions on
travel, shortage of hotels, withdrawal
of US armed forces or whatever, our
tourist trade should fall off, the finan
dal position of Hong Kong could be
seriuusly affected.

。

Slower Growth
Two more immediate problems con
cern the standing of our two major
trading customers�the USA and
UK. It is interesting to note that our
trade with the United States, while up
on last year to the extent of some
HK$800 million, has grown at a
slower rate than 1968. The rate of

growth has dropped from 38 per cent
to 29 per cent.
The States still accounts for a dis
turb�ngly high percentage of H
Kong's total trade. In '69 so
42.3 per c,ent of domestic exports
went to America against 41.4 per cent
in 1968.
Two-out-of-three
Our heavy rehance on particular
markets becomes even more apparent
if figures for the US and the UK are
taken jointly. On this basis, 57.3
per cent of ,total domestic exports
went to the two markets in 1968, and
56.3 per cent in 1969. If the exercise
is taken a stage further and ,the third
largest market—Western Germany一
is included, then something very close
to two out of every ,three dollars
earned by our exports is paid for by
Americans, British or Germans.
Few statisticians would express sur
prise at this distribution, since it
exemplifies what is known as tbe
Pareto Curve {named after a n·
teenth century Italian ·econom1s
which attempts to show that a
statistical majority of effects will be
related to a statistical minority of
causes in a ratio of something like
three-to-one. Put another way, any
collection of figures for overseas
markets is likely to show, on the one
hand, a small group of big·earners,
together with, on the other hand, a
large group of small earners. This in
itself 11.eed give no cause for alarm,
but it does not lessen the need for
forecasting and planning to take into
account future developments.
(Continued on Page 14)

Wha:t ba'Sic changes in the U.K.
market can ibe expected in the next 30
years?
James Morrell, a leading
國siness economist, looks at some
the major factors which will
influence the British economy in 2000.
The turn of·the century is 30
y,ears away. This is less than h洫of
a normal life Slpan. In busines,s terms,
to-day is not too early to start thinking
a!bout the kind of Britain which will
exist in the year 2000.
As has alrways lh叩pened in the past,
tastes are developed切the higher
income sector of the community. The
conspicuous spending pattern of the
richer elements of society in one
generation杞nds to朊i:mitated and
pied by the masses -in the succeed
mg generation. It is inevitable, .there
fore, that by the year 2000 the pattern
of 崮e enjoy,e d by the wealthier
sections函the oommunity to-day will
have . become . 由e . commonplace
r'\ndards of the population at區ge.
·-✓By the year 2000 the p叩ulation is
likely to lie硒een 65m. and 70m.,
and this does not 玲:present a
particularly strong rate of•growth.

。

Overcrowding
The tendency towards overcrorwdmg
in cities ought to朊controllable within
tihis period. The increase in國ula
tion of another 1Om. to 15m. within
the next 30 . years will make its
contriJbution to the growth in demand
and ou叩ut within the economy. One
of the handicaps suffered by Britain
in recent years has been the absence
of any increase in the population of

working �ge. From a!bout 1975
onwards this situation should血prove
and the productive potential of the
country will rise accordingly.
A more important factor influencing
the rat,e of economic grow出硨1 be
developments in teohnology and the
associated rate of obsol蕊cence. Faster
technological development has been
particularly apparent over the past 30
years. The development period for
n烴 products is tending to shorten.
In cons-equenoe, products are being
made obsolete more rapidly, ,and the
faster reiplaoement of products 函
hi,gher technical capacity leads to a
gr邲ng deman.,d for inv,estment and a
mor.e rapid rate函e·conomic gr磾th.
Average income
The improv,ement of the rate of
investment and the more raipid increase
in the amount orf investment per person
employ,ed will undoubtedly contribute
to a宦awing rate ,of production in the
British economy. On this kind of
assumption the average gr吋h rate of
the economy is likely to ris,e from its
present level of .about 3 to 3¼per
cent iper annum and co血average as
much as緝per cent.
Spending porwer will rise subSitan
tialily and it is prdbaJbfo that the
average family income in the year 2000
will be somewhere in the region of
£5,500 to £6,000 per year, as
measured in present-函purchasing
power.
The kinds of rproducts likely to朊
in use at the mass區el lby the year
2000 will inevitably differ substantially
from those in use to�day. A notice-
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Hong Kong
Shippers Council
able tendency is for many items
to 朊come smaller. Miniaturisation
of machinery will m
, ake substantial
differences to working as well as living
environments.
But perhaps the 1best guide to the
pattern of life which may be expected
in Britain in the year 2000 is obtain
able from an examination of basic
motivation. It朊comes increasingly
easy to satisfy the basic necessities of
life from a rising income. As pur
chasing power rises, the margin of
spending p磾er availa;ble for inessen
tials increas,es, so that this margin
should reach substantial levels towards
the end of the century.
Shorter Working Week

elimination of drud�ery, both at work
and in the home, will acquire, increas
ing importance. Desire to stay alive
longer and to keep fit and healthy ·
im!pose tremendous demands upon ..�.,.r-
medical and pharmaceutical industries.
The rfact that leisure time will be more
plentiful means that greater resources
will ibe required to s,atisfy 1-eisure pur
suits. All forms of hobby activities
will expand, not least adult education
for its own s, ake.

There will he an important increase
in the amount of leisure time available.
Not only will the working week be
shorter 一 probaJbly averaging no more
than 35 hours - but holidays will
lengthen. By the end of the century
the average holiday period will cer
tainly have ibeen extended to four
weeks. Thi·s is already common
practice in a number of advanced
countries.
Spending patterns emerging from
this set of tendendes place a great
emphasis on the needs of travel and
on the general lev,el of amenities加th
in the home and at the end of a
journey.
Second homes
Second homes - both in Britain
and abroad — will be in strong de
mand. A greater amount of living
space per person will be needed. The

10

If Hong Kong can be said to have
a key service, surely it is shipping?
Throughout its history, the Colony has
rvived and thrived largely owing to
I
•->•e fact that it has a very important
natural asset, a splendid harbour.
Today, when Hong Kong is no longer
just a trading community, continued
prosperity depends on the rapid and
safe transport of our manufactured
goods to the markets of the world.
Although the shipping lines have
given Hong Kong excellent service, it
is inevitably in any form of commercial
relationship that differences of opinion
and problems will arise from time to
time. Many difficulties result from
poor communication, and when such
a problem arises there is only one
reasonable thing to do — get together
and talk out the difficulties.
This basically was the reason why
in 1963, the Federation of Hong Kong
Industries initiated the Freight Joint
Committee, which was to become, four
沉ars later, The Hong Kong Shippers'
,·.,�uncil.
First in Asia
Although first in Asia, Hong Kong
was by no means the first to form a
shippers'council. One of the oldest
is the British Shippers'Council, which
was established in 1955, and today
many nations have their councils,
which work both independently as well
as co-operating with each other on a
regional basis.
To understand how a shippers'
council works, it is first necessary to
understand the role of the shipping
Conferences. These have existed for
well over a century, and are in essence

associations of shipping lines, provid
ing a means whereby ship-owners can
agree rates and conditions among
themselves.
Real Service
Although this may smack of a
carted to the outsider, the Confer
ences have in fact provided a real
service to shippers (i.e. those who
own the goods to be transported) by
making possible a planned and
sc·heduled shipping service covering
the entire world. By choosing a con
ference carrier, the shipper knows that
his goods will sail from x on or about
a particular date and arrive at y on
or about a particular date.
There are or course shipping lines
whi�h operate outside the Conferences.
It 1s however, the Conference lines
that�ainly shape the shippers'point
of view since it is these that offer
regular, scheduled services at fixed
rates. Each region has its own Con
ference-for example the Far Eastern
Freight Conference is responsible for
setting schedules and rates for sailings
between Hong Kong and European
(including U.K.) ports...,
The Hong Kong Shippers'Council
is composed of representatives of five
organisations:—the CMA, FHKI, Ex
porters'Association, Indian Chamber
of Commerce and General Chamber.
Virtually all exporters in Hong Kong
belong to one or other of these
organisations, and in this way all have
a voice on the Council.
The official objective of the Council
is'to further the interests of exporters
and importers in Hong Kong in rela
(Continued on Page 19)
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About the Chamber 1969 boom year

F. SEPTEMBElt-the Hong Kong
delegation to the Partners for
Progress Exhibition a示ves in
Berlin.
G. DECEMBElt-Festival of Hong
Kong.
Picture
shows
Miss
Cecilia Fung, executive assis
tant in the Chamber, competing
in the Walkathon.

A.

A. MAY-Mr. I. S. Richa這(4th
from left), MP所 Barons
Cou元 and Mr. W. R. van
StraulJenzee (6th from left),
MP for Workingham, visit the
Chamber.

B.

B. APRIL-the Chairman addresses
the Annual <;;eneral Meeting.
Chamber
C. OCTOBER-London
in
arrives
Mission
面ade
Hong Kong. Mission Leader
J. Hamm is interviewed at Kai
Tak.
D. JULY-The first presentation is
made out of the Special Relief
Fund.
E. MARCH-the Chai-Tman decfares
Philip Au Yeung winner of the
fashion design competition.

E.

F.

G.

What the Chamber
is doing for you

That was a "year,
that was �

Business Promotion

A total of 1,296 trade enqmnes
were dealt with by the Department
during the month, of which 589 were
processed by the Department's punoh
card·system. Enquiries were passed
to 1778 member firms. The Depart
ment also issued to members 18 letters
of introduction -to overseas trade
organisations.
The Department has undertaken an
analysis of domestic exports to the UK
by commodity, and imports from the
UK by commodity, copies of which be
made available.
Employment Register

Details of 143 applicants for
employment were published during
December.
Credit Information Bureau

The number of accounts and volume
of trade covered by the Bureau during
December were 10,637 and HK$37.29
respectively.
The General Committee at its
December meeting agreed that the
Chamber would continue to finance
the Bureau during the year. A drive
to increase Bureau•membership is also
underway.
14
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eventual diss•embination to members.
The booklet will be laun叻ed to co
incide with the opening of Expo'70
at Osaka, and copies will朊availah
for the use of businessmen visiting
Hong Kong pavilion. The booklet
will also be used in the wider context
of the Chamber's business promotional
activities.

｀

Membership
The Chamber has now promoted
Mr. Clement Tsang, who was pre
viously an ,executive assistant in the
Business Promotion Department, to
Assistant Secretary and ,made him
responsible for the Membership
Department.
Mr. Tsang·will re-commence the
Chamber's programme of calls upon
individual members later this month.
Ce,tificatio,n
A total of 14,221 applications for
Certificates were received during
December. This repres:ents an in
crease of 11.4 per cent over
December 1968_. The cumulative
total of applicat10ns for 1969 was
178,226, an increase of 17.3 per cent.
The establishment of the new
Certification Office in Star House,
Kowloon, has during the year proved
its value to exporters on Kowloon
side. ·AppHcations received are now
running at approximately doUlble the
rate of those received in Kowloon prior
to the opening of the new office.
Public Relations
The leading article in the Novem
ber issue of the Bulletin, di1scussing
the proposed container terminal at
Kwai Chung, appears to have caught
the imagination of Hong Kong's
editors. It has been quoted either in
whole or part by every English
language newspaper in Hong Kong,
and iby several of the Chinese language
newspapers.
Design wo永is advanced for a new
business promotion publication, which
has the objective of·encouragmg
enquiries for Hong Kong products for

Continued

Storm Cloud
The storm cloud that needs watch
ing for 1970 is the internal economy
或the USA. Much has been said
ut the possibilities of a US reces
s10n in 1970, but the balance of
informed opinion seems to think that
it is unlikely. There could however
be some temporary falling-off in pro
duction.
For example, a recent survey taken
by Fortune magazine, the influential
US business monthly, showed that a
majority of US industrialists thought
a serious down-turn was unlikely,
although many thought that there
might be some falling-off.

Political Factors
Later in -the year difficulties could
arise in the US owing to a combina
tion of economic and political factors.
President Nixon's plans to counter
inflation received a sharp set back with
the recent decision of Congress to
approve a bill that involves cuts in
(l
t 'higher Government spending and
凸沔er social security benefits. Some
observers in Hong Kong have greeted
this as an indicator of a rise in pur
chasing power for the US consumer.
Although this may be true in the
short term,. it would be foolish to
regard it as a good sign. President
Nixon was elected on an anti
inflationary platform, and has ex
pressed his attitude to the bill quite
unambiguously.
"The tax reforms
are good, the effect on the budget and
the cost of living is bad", he has said.
If the effects of the bill are
inflationary it will give added strength
to the anti-Hong Kong lobby in the

Unions, particularly those in the fields
of garments and textiles. Exports
of garments still earn more in terms
of US dollars than wigs, radios anct··:·
plastic flowers (the next largest money
spinners combined.) It is this type of
quasi-political trend, rather than any
prospect of an overall recession, that
would seem to set the tone for 1970.
During last year we relied less
heavily on our other big trading part
ner, the UK. Britain now takes some
14 per cent of total exports as com
pared with nearly 16 per cent in 1968.
Our trade with the UK, while up, has
not grown at anything like the same
rate as trade with other leading mar
kets, notably West Germany and
Japnn.
Selling to Eu�ope
The big question mark over trade
with the UK is of course the proposed
entry of Britain into the EEC. Past
experience shows that, with all the
good-will in the world, negotiations to
enter the EEC will be protracted.
It is worth remembering also that
our performance in West Germany
shows that it is not impossible to sell
to Common Market col}ntries.
We
have achieved a rate of growth here
of 57 per cent during 1969, and con
tact with German trade experts sug
gests that tremendous potential still
remain untapped. The rate of our
success has led some local observers
to predict that Germany may soon
overhaul the UK as our second largest
market.
Japanese enigma
Japan remams the biggest enigma.
It comes first on the list of nations
(Continued on Page 17)
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Not everyone
would go for our fabulous food
Everyone loves babies. and we're no exception. We take
great care of them before, during and after the flight
But we don't expect them to appreciate the fact that
Air India offe1s exerting food for the grown.ups
What they want rs a nice mushy beef dinner followed by
strained prunes and a hefty drink of milk

selling to Hong Kong, and our exports
to Japan 1have gone up consistently
over recent years. Signs are that 1970
Id be the break-through year, as
.,., '. the indicators during 1969 were
favourable.
Inside Japan the emphasis is in
creasingly on heavy industry and the
pr忒uction of quality goods. This
me::i.ns that there is growing oppor
tunity for Hong Kong-made goods in
the lower and medium price ranges.
The Japanes government tends to
sheiter its industry behind protective
barriers,. and until thes·e are removed
it is difficult to gain a real foothold.
Overall Prospect
Perhaps the overall prospects for
trade are best summed up in the
Business Forecast produced by the
Charterhouse Group, the influential
London-based merchant-banking and
financial
complex.
Charterhouse
says: 一
"The chances are that although
p first half of 1970 will see little
cnange in the level of output, there is
unlikely to be any down-4:urn in the

Baby food And baby food 1s what Air-India has for babies
With a comly cot to sleep it off in afterwards
They can also have a fan to play with and a magazine or
two to rip to pieces
Who are we to argue 7
In twenty years time they could be our best customers

勺

us.

'The slow-down in production will
lead inevitably to a lessening in the
rate of increase of US imports. It is
this which causes concern, for Ameri
can imports are a vital factor in the
overall level of world trade. _Making
allowance for a lower rate of mcrease
in US imports, the rapid rate of growth
in Japan and the continued expansion
of German demand should neverthe
less ensure a rate of growth for world
exports as a whole of about 8 per
cent. Although well below the in16

creases of 1968 and 1969, the out
look for 1970 should not give cause
for alarm.'
Finally, here are ten predictions for
1970: —
1970 will be a good year for
Hong Kong.
The boom will continue at least /
into the early months of 1970.
Trade with the USA will continue
to expand during 1970 but at a 1
slower rate.
Any serious fall-out in sales to
the States will朊the result of 1
political measures taken in response
to internal pressure, rather than the
result of a,J recession within the
States.
Trade with the UK will show an
improvement on this year, but will
not equal the rate of growth seen
in'67 or'68.
Our fastest growing major market
in 1970 will be Western Germany.
Japan is the only market likely
to exceed W,estern Germany in its
rate of growth, but the break
through, (or otherwise), will be
determined by the attitude of the
Japanese authonties.
The US concession to trading
with China will have little effect on
Hong Kong.
Products such as toys, radios,
electrical and optical goods, and
miscellaneous manufactured goods
will continue to gain ground in ex
port m�rkets.
Tounsm — because of the over
spill from Osaka - will be the
growth industry of 1970.
End.
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Hong Kong
Shippers Council

Key Man Insurance
三一"""' "
••

Partnership Insura
nce
.......,一'"

tion to the transportation of goods by
land, sea and air'.Its terms of refer
c)ce are'to consider, with the object
,'reaching a united view, all matters
o'f policy on any major development in
the relationships tbetween shippers and
shipping and air interests,and to enter
into such negotiations and take such
action as a united body as may be
deemed necessary'.
The Chairman of the Council is the
Hon.Fung Hon-chu, who is also a
General Chamber Committee member,
and the Honorary Secretary is Mrs.
Susan Yuen. Other Committee
members are listed below.

一
Group Retirement Schemes
Group Insurance

--

Reduction in rates
Another project undertaken by the
Council during 1968 was a study of
the equitability of contracts with the
major
Conferences. Negotiations were
Good Relations
also entered into with carriers on a
In describing the development of wide range of matters such as sur
the Council, Mrs. Yuen says,'We charges, freight increase and the tariff
didn't get too far immediately. But on specific items. As a result reduc
we have now developed extremely tions were obtained in the rates for
amenable relations with most Con- items of a number of products.
In the interests of its members, the
ences and especially the Far Eastern
(tfeight Conference. In fact, they Council's duty is to endeavour to
,
couldn't be better in this connection. ensure that there are economic,
'We can take our problems to the efficient and reliable services for all
Conferences, and as a result of their shippers. Regul�rity of sailings and
understanding, we have obtained a stability in rates are two factors which
number of improvements Which are are of premier importance to shippers.
beneficial to shippers'.
¥rs.Yuen quotes the case of the International Liaison
notice period given for increases in
Much of the work of the Council
freight rates.'The last time the Far call�for international liaison. Mrs.
Eastern Freight Conference announced Yuen has attended two meetings of the
an increase in rates, four months' European Shippers'Council and in
notice was given, and this is a con June 1968 w·as invited to address their
siderable improvement on the old Plenary Meeting held in Stockholm.
da�s. However, we should like to see She would like to see a regional body
a six months'period of notice'.
established in the Far East.
While negotiations on freight rates
(Continued on Page 21)
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are undoubtedly important, it would
be wrong to believe that this is all the
Council concerns itself with. Indeed,
the whole spectrum of shipping matters
- be they by sea or air 一 falls硨hin
its scope.
For instance, the subject of packing
in its various forms takes up much of
the Council's time. This includes
research into and consideration of the
effects of containetisation and palle
tisation.
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'A regional body can establish more
harmonious relations with the Con
ferences. If we can all speak with
voice, this leads to gr�ater
;iency and better service and 1s to
the benefit of all'.
At present, India, Ceylon, the
Phil.ippines, Japan and Taiwan have
national bodies, although as yet no
official move has been made to set up
an uverall body for the region.

Air Freight

．．星

Increastingly, the time of the
Council is occupied_ with considering
matte'fs related to arr freight. This is
growing rapidly.
'Air freight offers considerable
benefits for a place like Hong Kong',
Mrs. Yuen points out. 'Orders can
be despatched later and this has the
effect of extending the manufacturing
season by about a month or so, parti
cularly where products like fashion
ds or Christmas orders are con
ed'.
'The use of air freight also means
that finance is tied-up for a shorter
time'.
During 1968, some manufacturers
complained to the Council that the
hig�cost of freight resulting from the
limitation of aircraft charters to in
dividual consigner and consignee was
inhibiting the expansion of export
trade with the USA. The Council
was able to raise this point with the
Civil Aviation Department, and as a
result permission was granted for
limited split charter of aircraft to the
West Coast.

Our way is experienced.
Our way is efficient.
Our way is dependable.
Our way is equipped to carry
container, reefer, liquid, bulk,
palletized or break bulk cargo.
Our way is between the U.S.,
Far East and around the world.
Going our way?

American President Lines

。

ffices & Agents in principal cities throughout the world.
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Grievances

Mrs. Yuen makes a strong plea for
Chamber members to make full use
of the Council. 'If any firm has a
grievance we should like to hear about
it. There's no point in channelling
up grievances when the machinery
exists for ventilating them', she claims.
'Ait the same time there was a re
sponsible body. We will take our
problems to the Conferences, but we
believe in a two-way flow of informa
tion, and we will of course listen to
what they have to say, and try to
understand their point of view.
The Council js com严ed of two
representatives of

CHINESE MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCIATION
Mr. Henry Cheng
Mr. J. P. Lee

THE FEDERATION OF HONG
KONG INDUSTRIES
Hon. Fung Hon Chu
Mr. F.C.H. Jen

THE HONG KONG EKPOR冗RS'
ASOOCIATION
Mr. A. C. W. Blaauiw
Mr. J. Greenwood

THE, HONG KONG GENERAL
·CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Mr. P. C. S. Deveson
Mr. R. P. Parcell
THE INDIAN CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
Mr. C. B. Bhojwani
Mr. M. P. Ladharam
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